
 

 

Buying a Home in PA…How it Works 
 
 
 

If you’re new to the purchase process, this summary will show you how we work with our clients 
and what it takes to own a home in Pennsylvania.  Since this is a summary, you won’t find great 
detail, but, rather, a general overview for your understanding.  Should you need help with real estate 
terminology, download our Real Estate Dictionary in the “Buyer University” section of our website. 
 
Let’s start with a thumbnail sketch of the steps taken from our first meeting through ownership: 
 

• Meet to discuss client’s needs/wishes and to establish house search criteria 
• Assist in qualification to determine price range and obtain mortgage pre-approval 
• Review buying process and typical documents used in transaction 
• Create home search using previously defined criteria 
• Email matching listings to client as they arise 
• Tour properties identified as worthwhile 
• Assist in market value determination for home under consideration for purchase 
• Provide and review settlement cost estimate 
• Prepare and review written Agreement of Sale (the offer) 
• Negotiate Agreement of Sale until accepted 
• Assist client with ordering inspections, financing, and satisfying contingencies 
• Attend home inspection, review results, negotiate resolution as needed 
• Order title report (a search of the property’s legal history including ownership, taxes, 

mortgages, easements, etc.) 
• Review title report and Condo/Homeowners Association documents (if applicable) 
• Monitor loan process and assist, as needed 
• Coordinate closing with all parties (buyer, lender, title company, seller/seller’s agent) 
• Update settlement cost estimate two weeks prior to closing 
• Attend pre-settlement inspection (aka “walk-through”) 
• Attend settlement, negotiate pre-settlement issues (if any), review & explain closing 

documents 
 
In Southeastern Pennsylvania, the time between signing an Agreement of Sale and settlement is 
usually about 60 days, but it can range from as little as two weeks (VERY unusual) to over a year 
(sometimes for new construction).  This length of time is one aspect of the transaction which is 
established in your written Agreement of Sale. 
 
 



 

 

Other elements of Pennsylvania sales include: 
 

• Initial deposit (with the agreement) is typically $1,000; Additional deposits (within two 
weeks) may range up to 10% of the purchase price 

• Attorneys are not mandatory, and there is no attorney review period for contracts. 
• Transfer tax:  2% of the purchase price, typically split 1% Buyer, 1% Seller; Paid at closing as 

part of settlement costs; Several municipalities (such as the City of Philadelphia and Radnor 
Township in Delaware County) levy additional transfer tax 

• Properties are not re-assessed upon the sale, except new construction.  Therefore, property 
taxes only change with increases/decreases by individual municipalities or school districts. 

• Seller Disclosure Notice (statement of condition with updates/changes to the property) 
required for all 1-4 unit residential properties 

• Mandatory five day review period for Condominium or Homeowner’s Association 
documents allows Buyer to cancel Agreement 

• Home inspections are not mandatory, but are commonplace.  Purpose is to determine 
“material defects” in the property, not maintenance requirements 

• Radon (an invisible gas) tests are not mandatory, but frequently performed 
• Termite inspections are common, but not mandatory.  Sometimes required by the lender 
• No additional environmental tests are mandatory, but are at buyer’s discretion 
• Typical inclusions:  light fixtures, stove/ranges, dishwashers, ceiling fans, curtain rods, blinds 
• Typical exclusions:  curtains, washer, dryer, refrigerator 

 
So, there you have it…a brief summary of how it’s done in PA!  Hopefully, this gives you a better 
understanding of what’s involved when you look, find, negotiate, commit, and, finally, buy a new 
home.  It’s an involved process, but it shouldn’t keep you awake or be a nightmare.  We’ve been 
through it thousands of times since 1949, and we’re here to manage the transaction for you.  Please 
take advantage of the knowledge and experience at Santangelo Real Estate…we’ll do our best to 
reduce your stress. 
  
 


